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The power of an Evolution Big Twin engine can 
be very dramatic when a good performance 
cam is installed. Stock hydraulic lifters are 
capable	of	6000+	RPM	with	stock	springs	and	
no valve float. Crane’s cam grinds have adjust-
able cam gears which permit you to advance or 
retard timing by 4°, permitting adjustment of 
the power-band for more torque down low or 
more horsepower on the top end.

Hi-Roller ‘H286-2B’ Grind
This hydraulic cam provides bolt-in perfor-
mance with a noticeable increase throughout 
the RPM range. An excellent cam for speed 
or touring. Larger performance increases can 
be achieved with high-performance carb and 
exhaust changes.
24122 Hi-Roller cam

Hi-Roller ‘H304-2’ Grind
Produces a wide power range in engines with 
at	least	10:1	compression,	and	is	very	good	for	
strokers up to 95 cubic inches.
24515 Hi-Roller cam

Hi-Roller ‘H306-2’ Grind
A hydraulic cam designed for street or strip use 
in modified engines with performance carb 
and exhaust. Valve-to-valve and valve-to-piston 
clearances must be checked.
24124 Hi-Roller cam

Hi-Roller ‘H310-2’ Grind
A hydraulic cam designed for engines with 
in creased compression and/or more cubic 
inches. The ideal choice for engines with head 
work, performance carburetors and exhaust. 
Performance springs required to accommodate 
the increased lift.
24125 Hi-Roller cam

Crane ‘Hi-Roller’ Cams for Evolution Big Twin Models
Hi-Roller ‘H314-2’ Grind
Designed especially for large displacement 
engines to provide maximum street and strip 
performance.
24517 Hi-Roller cam

Specifications for Crane ‘Hi-Roller’ Cams

   DURATION VALVE 
GRIND OPEN CLOSE @ .053 LIFT

Hi-Roller ‘H286-2b’
Intake 19° 43° 242° .490 
Exhaust 48° 24° 252° .490

Hi-Roller ‘H290-2’
Intake 17° 43° 240° .581 
Exhaust 45° 23° 248° .581

Hi-Roller ‘H296-2’
Intake 23° 49° 252° .490 
Exhaust	 56°	 26°	 262°	 .500

Hi-Roller ‘H304-2’
Intake	 24°	 50°	 254°	 .600 
Exhaust	 55°	 25°	 260°	 .600

Hi-Roller ‘H306-2’
Intake	 28°	 54°	 262°	 .500 
Exhaust	 69°	 23°	 272°	 .510

Hi-Roller ‘H310-2’
Intake	 23°	 63°	 266°	 .550 
Exhaust	 68°	 28°	 276°	 .550

Hi-Roller ‘H314-2’
Intake	 26°	 54°	 260°	 .600 
Exhaust	 65°	 21°	 266°	 .600
Note:	Late	84-E86	Evolution	engines	require	their	pistons	to	be	
notched to obtain the necessary valve-to-piston clearance.

Crane ‘FireBall’ Cams for 
Evolution Big Twin Models
FireBall	grind	cams	are	for	all	Evolution	Big	
Twin models 84-99. These are bolt-in perfor-
mance cams that deliver streetable perfor-
mance	even	in	a	stock	engine.	The	FireBall	cams	
do not have the multi-index feature which 
makes them a lower cost alternative to Crane’s 
adjustable ‘Hi-Roller’ cams. Available with or 
without gear. 

FireBall ‘3002B’
This is a bolt-in cam for use with hydraulic 
lifters. It provides a broad power range for 
streetable performance and is comparable to 
an Andrews ‘EV13’ grind.
24037 Fireball	300-2B	cam

FireBall ‘3102’
This is a bolt-in cam for use with hydraulic 
lifters and a stock carburetor. It also works 
well with a performance carb and exhaust. 
Comparable to an Andrews ‘EV3’.
24318 Fireball	310-2	cam

FireBall ‘3162B’
This bolt-in cam is for use with hydraulic lifters. 
It works best with high-performance carbs and 
exhaust, and provides increased performance 
throughout the RPM range. It’s excellent 
for both performance and touring, and was 
designed to be comparable to the Andrews 
‘EV35’.
24316 Fireball	316-2B	cam

Specifications for Crane ‘FireBall’ Cams
   DURATION VALVE 
GRIND OPEN CLOSE @ .053 LIFT

Fireball ‘3002B’
Intake	 12°	 34°	 226°	 .490 
Exhaust	 41°	 15°	 236°	 .490

Fireball ‘3102’
Intake	 19°	 37°	 236°	 .490 
Exhaust	 46°	 16°	 242°	 .490

Fireball ‘3162B’
Intake 19° 43° 242° .490 
Exhaust 48° 24° 252° .490
Note:	Late	84-E86	Evolution	engines	require	their	pistons	to	be	

notched to obtain the necessary valve-to-piston clearance.


